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Abstract
This paper intends to introduce the concept of pervasive information systems (PIS) and the issues that arise from the software development for pervasive information systems. The model driven approach is generally described and its benefits to the software design are identified. Finally, some future directions for the usage of model driven methodologies within the development of PIS are highlighted, presenting some specific problems that nowadays that kind of methodologies have not yet been able to overcome.
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1 Introduction

Over the last years we have been assisting to a continuous growing trend for research and investment efforts in pervasive computing [19]. Benefiting from the growing of miniaturization and power of computing devices merged with improved wireless communication capabilities, information technology landscape is becoming more integrated with our real life landscape, allowing us to, probably in the present, and certainly in a near future, achieve some of the ambitions of the past regarding the integration of computing with reality, and the benefits derived from it.

Albeit the still common traditional use of computers as "distinct machines", they are being increasingly integrated (embedded) in other (non computing) devices, and consequently, not being seen or used as computing devices [6] [26].
Instead, the first look and thought goes to the larger (non computing) device as being a "smart" device. Nevertheless, the embedded computing device is present, monitoring and processing information, and giving the output that it was conceived for.

The dissemination (embedding) of computing devices, with its particular computing and communications capabilities, into everyday physical objects (non computing devices), allows a real time access to information by those embedded computing devices. New advances in information technology (smaller computing devices, wireless networked communication systems, interface devices and others) stimulated imagination on ways to deploy this technology in service to people and organizations. Location and status of people and goods can be tracked in real time, and the appearance of "smart" goods, which beyond monitoring themselves, can also independently communicate with other computing devices or systems, allows for monitoring and interaction that were not possible in the past, therefore allowing the conception of new systems [19].

Pervasive computing, initiated a little more than a decade ago based on the seminal work of Mark Weiser [40], envisions an environment in which computers will be embedded in our natural lives, assisting us in an ubiquitous manner on our everyday tasks. Pursuing this vision, pervasive computing system engineers and researchers, started to design devices and systems that technologically proved the viability of this vision.

2 Pervasive information systems

Proved and assessed the value of pervasive computing, pervasive (information) systems started being devised for use in organizations. Beside social concerns [34] regarding the particular characteristics of pervasive computing, and economic implications of its deployment [19], new systems are being though, aimed at improving, not just people’s quality of life, but also the way business is done or even enabling new and innovative ways of carrying out business.

Museums [9], agriculture [8], restaurants [31], and health care [36] are examples of business domains that have been addressed by applications based on this kind of information technology. For example, in elder care [32] systems have been deployed, where pervasive computing improved the quality and the efficiency of care delivery to the elderly, assisting the staff in identifying people needing immediate attention, and to monitor trends, resulting in enhanced environment. Among the most relevant projects worldwide, the following can be emphasised: Active Badge [37], Active Campus [11], Aware Home [15], eClass/Classroom2000 [1], Labscape [4], iRoom [13], MediaCup [7], PARCTab [38], PlantCare [18], Smart-Its [12]. All these projects aimed to prove the viability and usefulness of the pervasive computing vision.

The benefits and applications of pervasive computing are far from having
reached an end. Other business domains, such as insurance companies or government agencies can also take benefits of pervasive computing. What was initially confined in developing technology to make pervasive computing out of a vision [20], surpassed the initially restricted frontiers to reach the development of applications for organizational domains, allowing the improvement of current business process or even to assist the development of new business models [19].

Along with all this, inevitably, we become aware of the presence flow and processing of information, not only by the individual computing devices, but also with a more deep significance, by the overall system that emerges from the interactions of all the computing devices, linking them together in a coherent fashion. We can then recognize the presence of a pervasive information system. Indeed, all these systems constitute, some form of information system. They gather, collect, process, store and produce information aimed at contributing to an organization or personal needs in order to achieve a set of well established objectives.

These pervasive information systems, composed of heterogeneous, mobile, or physically integrated (embedded) devices, capable of collecting, processing, and instantaneously communicating and interacting among them or others systems, opens the possibility of processing large quantity of information which, composing an information system, must be, in its essence, well designed, developed and deployed in order to, satisfying the requirements and exploring all the potential offered by the pervasive computing, maximize the revenue of these kind of systems. This is the way to efficiently satisfy the organizational or personal information needs in the pursuit of defined goals.

Research efforts so far have been mostly oriented, towards physical and virtual integration, interaction models, deployment, communication technologies and connectivity, and software architectures. It is important that these new pervasive systems also become subject of study from an information systems perspective.

Several pervasive computing characteristics, issues and challenges have been identified [2] [27] [20] [26]. Physical integration and spontaneous interoperability [16], quantity and heterogeneity of computing devices, services and applications the may be part at any moment of the system [10] are characteristics of pervasive systems that must be taken into account when designing PIS. They are important specially when aiming at easily reconfiguration of the application to cope with presence or absence of computing devices with distinct computing power or interface capabilities, availability of services, and to rapidly respond to business changing needs.
3 Model-driven software development

The high pace of technology innovation and changes, the growing complexity and the size of systems, the continued need of new or renewed systems with a short cycle time of development, puts pressure on the software development community which, on the need to cope with this reality and to bring higher quality and productivity, permanently searches for better development approaches and tools.

Model driven development (MDD) [28] [21], a recent advance in software development, represents a new direction for software system development. It embodies a new manner of facing the development of software, essentially characterized by turning the models into the essence and focus of the development of a software system, independent of the possible platforms where they will be deployed. This change of focus, from code oriented to model oriented development, represents a significant evolution in software development, benefiting from an increase of abstraction, similar to what occurred, in the past, when through the introduction of compilers, there was a move in programming from assembly to 3rd generation languages [28].

The MDD approach allows for an abstraction of details of implementation platform technology and the use of concepts closer to the problem domain. Consequently, the models used to develop the system are easier to specify, understand and maintain, and are robust to changes of the technology adopted for system implementation [28].

Supporting this approach, widely accepted standards have emerged (and others will emerge), such as the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [25], and the Object Management Group (OMG)'s [23] Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [24] initiative that reinforces and promotes this new direction on software development.

Also fundamental to MDD, evolution on automation technologies enables to expect that the final system may be constructed through automatic code generation and other automatic facilities. This allows a reduction or elimination of the semantic gap existing in the traditional software development, consisting by the difficulty of mapping the concepts used to express models of the applications on the implementation technologies of the platforms [28].

MDD comes to improve and accelerate the software development, achieving a higher quality of the developed systems. It is expected that MDD may bring an increase on the portability, interoperability and reuse, together with and an easier way to maintain and evolve a system.

The development of MDA tools and other related developments, along with the increasing deployment of MDD based projects, foster the movement toward model centric development [35]. Several research is being done in MDD field, from model transformation [30] [39], through separation of concerns [17] to executable models [22]. OMG contributes actively to the development of stan-
Model driven development is emerging as a major improvement in software development. Attending to the pervasive information systems’ characteristics, and face to the new advances in software development, it is legitimate to expect that the benefits inherent to model driven development can be brought to the development of pervasive information systems. Nowadays it is possible to identify several variants of the original MDA recommendations, where we can find some specific methodological characteristics in what concerns either the process model and the modelling approach [21] [5] [3] [14] [33] [22]. However, none of these methodological approaches has explicitly dealt with the support of software design for pervasive information systems. This means that some work has to be done to adapt those recommendations to this application field.

4 Conclusions and future directions

Model-driven development of pervasive information systems must take into consideration aspects not only related with the global information system obtained from the cooperation of diverse, dispersed, integrated or mobile computing devices that in conjunction contribute to the achievement of the information system objectives, but also with the individual computing devices.

Model-driven development methodologies must be capable of producing pervasive information systems that are resilient to technological changes, rapidly absorbing new technology through the promotion of stability of models.

Models for pervasive information systems must be tailored to allow the dynamically construction and allocation of customized applications to heterogeneous computing devices, with different computational or interface capabilities.

Pervasive information systems can benefit from model-driven development approach to software developing, leveraging the capabilities of system composed by those computing devices. Several areas can be researched for this improvement, as for example:

- UML (or other languages) capabilities in improved model accuracy specification and its contribution towards model execution or model centric development
- Patterns and separation of concerns to enhance reuse of models and codifying best practices
- Model transformations and model-driven development methodologies concerning pervasive systems, and MDD supporting tools.
These concerns must be further researched in order to assure that model driven development actually brings all its potential benefits to pervasive information systems and their application domains.

These research aims at highlighting the attention that must be paid to information systems, instead of single computing devices, in what concerns the modeling and design of global solutions that apply pervasive computing principles. Pervasiveness is, indeed, an emerging property of information systems, and not of the individual computing devices; these are not pervasive, they are, typically, embedded in the environment or in other physical artifacts. The ubiquitous concept is associated with the services that pervasive information systems make available.
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